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Abstract. Most technological lines for the production of building 
materials, products and structures are accompanied by dustemission at 
almost all stages of their production. In the absence or imperfection of 
aspiration systems, the concentration of dust in the working area air can be 
many times higher than the standard values. In this case, unfavorable 
working conditions are most often caused by an increased concentration of 
dust in the air of industrial premises. Assessment of the dust environment 
at industrial enterprises, as a rule, is understood as the study of air in 
working areas, the power of dust emissions into the atmosphere, as well as 
the efficiency of dust cleaning devices [1]. 

1 Introduction 

The objective of this study is to describe an algorithm for a comprehensive assessment of 
the dust environment in the working areaair, which includes the dust 
concentrationsmeasurements, study of dust properties (physicochemical, dispersed 
composition), compilation of a dust balance for isolated rooms in general and an 
assessment of such an important component as power dust emissions from technological 
equipment into the working area, as well as an assessment of dedustingeffectiveness, dust 
removal, dust suppression, etc. 

2 Theoretical part 

To solve the problem, we will consider a general approach to assessing the dust 
environment at enterprises and the components of this assessment. 

1. Estimation of the total dust content of air in theworking areas as a random variable. 
A comprehensive assessment of the dust environment involves a point estimate of the 

average daily, average shift and maximum one-time dust concentrations in the working 
areasair. It also gives an opportunity to obtain the probabilistic characteristics of these 
quantities, including the distribution density function of the total concentration. Based on 
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the probabilistic characteristics, it can be concluded that the risk (probability) of exceeding 
the total concentration value of the standard values [1]. 

2. Estimation of PM2.5 and PM10 concentration in the air of working areas based on 
the consideration of the dispersed composition of dust as a random function and the total 
concentration of dust as a random variable [2 - 4]. 

Particles with a size of 2.5 µm and 10 µm are considered as "small" fractions in the air 
of working zones. Then, as a result of measurements, the probabilistic characteristics will 
be for the concentrations in the air of the working zones of particles with a size of, 
respectively, no more than 2.5 μm (РМ2,5 or Сf 2,5) and no more than 10 microns (РМ10 or   
Сf 10). Plotting the distribution density PD for the pass function D (dp) will allow you to 
calculate the risk of exceeding the fractional concentration of possible standards by the 
formula: 

 
Р𝐷𝐷(С > 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴) = ∫ Рс(С)

∞
0 (∫ 𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷

∞
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,  (1) 

 
where fD is the differential distribution functions of a random variable function D(f) the 

passage of the dust particles mass along the diameters. 
Comparison of the fractional concentration in the working area air with the dispersed 

composition of the dust escaping from the process equipment will make it possible to assess 
the contribution of each equipmentpiece to the dustiness of the air in the working area[5, 6]. 

3. Assessment of the overall and fractional efficiency of dust cleaning systems and dust 
collection apparatus separately. 

At the same time, the fractional efficiency of hatching devices, as a rule, depends little 
on jumps in the work of the technological process and is described by deterministic 
functions. However, the overall collection efficiency as a value depending on the dispersed 
composition of dust in the aerosol supplied for cleaning will be a random value. A 
comprehensive assessment of the dust environment involves not only determining accurate 
estimates of the overall efficiency of each dust collection equipment unit (i.e., the average 
values), but also obtaining probabilistic characteristics (distribution density functions, etc.) 
[7-10]. 

4. Assessment of the dust emissions power into the atmosphere from organized sources 
and the proportion of dust coming from them to work areas located at industrial sites [11]. 

The basis for determining this characteristic is the results of the dust dispersed 
composition total concentration and determination measurements in the emissions from 
organized emission sources or calculated data obtained from the results of assessing the 
total and fractional efficiency of dust collection, as well as the concentration of dust in the 
streams entering dust collection systems from technological equipment. In both cases, the 
total emission power should be considered as a random variable, and the dispersed 
composition of the emitted dust - as a random function. Existing techniques allow to 
estimate with a sufficient degree of accuracy the patterns of dispersion of dust emissions, 
including at industrial sites. In this case, the amount of dust entering the working areas in 
open areas should also be considered as a random variable. 

5. Assessment of the power of dust emissions from unorganized sources and assessment 
of their impact on dust content in working areas located on the territory of the enterprise [6, 
11, 12, 14]. 

Particular attention should be paid to the possibility of reducing the emissionspower 
from fugitive sources and reducing their concentration. A comprehensive assessment of the 
dust environment at the construction industry enterprises should also include an assessment 
of the possibility of using waste and reducing the burden on the environment by reducing 
unauthorized dumps of dusty waste. 
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6. The technique for evaluating technological equipment as a source of dust emissions 
makes it possible to assess the degree of equipment tightness. 

Moreover, a point estimate for the emission power is sufficient here, since the main 
thing in it is qualitative indicators, such as determining the dustiest equipment, comparison 
with previous measurements of dust emissions and with industry indicators. Based on the 
dust emissions values  (or changes in these values), a conclusion on the equipmenttightness 
degree adequacy or on the effectiveness (inefficiency) of dust removal means (primarily, 
aspiration systems) is made.To assess the dedustingeffectiveness means, it is possible to use 
the technique of a complete survey of dedusting systems[10]. 

7. An important characteristic included in the assessment of the dusty environment at 
the enterprise should be the assessment of the risk of illness of workers (or the risk of 
deterioration in their health) when working in dusty conditions. At the same time, 
simultaneous examinations of the state of the air environment at workplaces and the health 
of workers make it possible to find the relationship between the risk of exceeding the 
dustconcentration (including fractional dust) in the air [5, 12, 13]. 

Figure 1 shows a diagram of a dust environment comprehensive assessment at the 
construction industryenterprises. The algorithm of the scheme is based on theoretical and 
experimental studies, methodological approaches and field studies. 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of a comprehensive assessment of the dust environment at the construction 
industryenterprises  

3 Conclusion 

To carry out a comprehensive assessment of the dusty environment at the construction 
industry enterprises, a whole range of theoretical, experimental and field studies is required. 
The methodological approaches to the comprehensive assessment are based on theoretical 
studies and make it possible to derive the methods for measuring the dispersed composition 
of dust in the air, assessing technological equipment as a source of dust emissions, 
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determining the aerodynamic characteristics in a cloud, and developing specific standards 
for dust emissions from technological equipment. The result of theoretical, experimental, 
field studies and methodological approaches will be a comprehensive assessment of the 
dust environment, which makes it possible to assess the risk (probability) of exceeding the 
fractional concentration of standards РМ10, РМ2,5 etc., an assessment of the total 
concentration of dust in the air of the working area and the risk of exceeding the existing 
standards, an assessment of the power of emissions into the atmosphere from organized 
sources and an assessment of the total and fractional slip in dust collection systems, an 
assessment of the technological equipmenttightness, an assessment of the efficiency and 
reliability of dedusting means, an assessment of the capacity emissions from fugitive 
sources and determine the proportion of organized and fugitive emissions entering the 
working area. 
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